Star Tribune Poll - Question of the Day

We encourage all Members to vote in the Star Tribune "Right To Work" Poll. It only takes 5 seconds. Click the Link Below.

Poll: Would you vote for or against the "right to work" constitutional amendment if it is on the November ballot?

Why Right To Work is Wrong?

Tell legislators why Right to Work legislation is: UNFAIR
This amendment tilts the balance even more toward corporations at a time when CEO pay has grown 243 times higher than what the average workers makes. Minnesota workers make companies profitable and we have to stop this unfair and irresponsible corporate power grab that benefits only the one percent.

UNNECESSARY
This law is unnecessary and doesn't belong in our constitution. Under current law, no one in Minnesota can be forced to join a union. And the Supreme Court has already ruled that unionized workers cannot be forced to pay dues for union political activities they disagree with.

Plain and simple, this isn't a right to work; it's the right to hurt workers, our economy, and the middle class.

The law would handcuff Union's ability to collect resources. If everyone who uses and benefits from something and doesn't chip in to help pay for it, our resources are spread thin. Management would love for us to have a union with lots of free riders and little or no resources. In Nebraska where "right to work" is the law, the workplace rights of 11,000 workers rely on one single business agent because the union cannot afford to hire more staff.

Headlines
Gov. Dayton Blasts Right-to-Work Amendment
Graph: A Bigger Picture of Right-to-Work

Read: "Right to Work" Lowers Wages - and That's a Fact!" Authored by Marty Wolfson, Associate Professor of Economics and Director of the Higgins Labor Studies Program at the University of Notre Dame.